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Executive Summary (1 minute read)
Masters v Lombe (liquidator), in the matter of Babcock & Brown Limited (in liq) (FCAFC) corporations - three proceedings - 'continuous disclosure obligations' - appellants contended
failure by company to disclose 'material information' - s674 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) - appeal
against primary judge's rejection of claims dismissed
Wilson v Arwon Finance Pty Ltd (FCA) - bankruptcy - loans - 'two matters' - two companies
served bankruptcy notices on appellant concerning judgment debts they obtained concerning
'unpaid loan obligations' - applicant sought to set bankruptcy notices aside - application
dismissed
Shangri-La Construction Pty Ltd v Hyatt, in the matter of GVE Hampton Pty Ltd (in
liquidation) (No 2) (FCA) - corporations - examinees sought declaration plaintiff was no longer
creditor of GVE and permanent stay of examinees' examinations - application refused
Re Credit Clear Ltd (No 2) (VSC) - corporations - security for costs - defendants, by summons,
sought that second plaintiff provide security for costs - application granted - second plaintiff to
pay security for costs in sum of $135,000
WA Glass Pty Ltd v Auto Control Systems Pty Ltd (WASCA) - corporations - statutory
demand - appellant's application to set aside statutory demand was dismissed - appellant
sought extension of the time to comply with statutory demand pending appeal's determination application granted on condition that appellant pay sum into court
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Masters v Lombe (liquidator), in the matter of Babcock & Brown Limited (in liq) [2021]
FCAFC 161
Full Court of the Federal Court of Australia
Middleton, Beach & Colvin JJ
Corporations - three proceedings arising from claims by 'acquirers of ordinary shares in'
company (BBL) of BBL's alleged breach of continuous disclosure obligations - BBL's liquidator
rejected proofs of debt - primary judge dismissed appeal, rejecting appellants' claims appellants appealed, contending failure by BBL to disclose 'material information' - whether
breaches of s674 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act) - held: appeal dismissed.
Masters
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 7 September 2021]
Wilson v Arwon Finance Pty Ltd [2021] FCA 1052
Federal Court of Australia
McKerracher J
Bankruptcy - loans - 'two matters' - two companies served bankruptcy notices on appellant
concerning judgment debts they obtained concerning 'unpaid loan obligations' - applicant sought
to set bankruptcy notices aside under s40(1)(g) Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth) - whether off-setting
claims 'could have been set up' - held: application dismissed.
Wilson
[From Benchmark Monday, 6 September 2021]
Shangri-La Construction Pty Ltd v Hyatt, in the matter of GVE Hampton Pty Ltd (in
liquidation) (No 2) [2021] FCA 1048
Federal Court of Australia
Middleton J
Corporations - examinations - plaintiff was creditor of company (GVE) - Registrar granted
plaintiff's application that defendants ('examinees') be examined - examinees sought declaration
plaintiff was no longer creditor of GVE and permanent stay of examinees' examinations whether abuse of process - whether examinations' 'predominant purpose' improper Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) - held: application refused.
Shangri-La
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 7 September 2021]
Re Credit Clear Ltd (No 2) [2021] VSC 545
Supreme Court of Victoria
Gardiner AsJ
Corporations - security for costs - defendants, by summons, sought that second plaintiff provide
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security for costs - quantum's calculation - Trailer Trash Franchise Systems Pty Ltd v GM
Fascia & Gutter Pty Ltd [2017] VSCA 293 - Australian Battery Distributors Pty Ltd v Robert
Bosch (Australia) Pty Ltd [2015] FCA 1164 - held: application granted - second plaintiff to pay
security for costs in sum of $135,000.
Re Credit
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 7 September 2021]
WA Glass Pty Ltd v Auto Control Systems Pty Ltd [2021] WASCA 162
Court of Appeal of Western Australia
Murphy & Mitchell JJA
Corporations - statutory demand - appellant's application to set aside statutory demand was
dismissed - appellant sought extension of the time to comply with statutory demand pending
appeal's determination - s459F(2)(a)(i) Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) - balance of convenience held: application granted on condition that appellant pay sum into court.
WA Glass
[From Benchmark Thursday, 9 September 2021]
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Echo and Silence
By: Sir Samuel Egerton Brydges
IN eddying course when leaves began to fly,
And Autumn in her lap the store to strew,
As ’mid wild scenes I chanced the Muse to woo
Through glens untrod, and woods that frowned on high,
Two sleeping Nymphs with wonder mute I spy!
5
And lo, she ’s gone! In robe of dark green hue,
’T was Echo from her sister Silence flew;
For quick the hunter’s horn resounded to the sky!
In shade affrighted Silence melts away;
Not so her sister:—hark! for onward still
10
With far heard step she takes her listening way,
Bounding from rock to rock, and hill to hill!
Ah, mark the merry maid in mockful play
With thousand mimic tones the laughing forest fill.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egerton_Brydges
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